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 · To look at the phenomena of everyday life as 
challenges of decipherment is to begin thinking.

 · There were giant vegetables fading in the sun-
light on top of the five-story parking lot.

 · You don’t have to go far to find failed effects 
erected at great expense against the encroaching 
void.

 · Sitting down for a brief rest among the scat-
tered evidence, they began to perceive the details 
of locale as shattered pieces of an immense figure.

 · The delicate homeostasis of meaning will be 
destroyed by GMOs.

 · One appearance falls apart revealing another, 
equally perishable, already decomposing as yet 
another takes shape, an endless process which 
tests the limits of patience.

 · He admired the corona vine’s way of advancing 
by sending out tendrils to grasp points of support 
offered even by itself.
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 · She refused to conform to herself because the 
self was not something she could see.

 · By applying microphones to the surfaces of 
rock outcrops, she hoped to record the sounds of 
extinct birds.

 · So stamped in the shifty substance of event, 
Hermes is invisible until you perceive him.

 · The crumbling outer edges of any city, in broad 
daylight, are a spiritual ground.

 · She relished the way earnest prayer elapsed into 
thin air, leaving not a trace even in memory.

 · Imagine a snake thinking with its full length.

 · In pancake cosmology, all things have two 
sides.
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 · The abyss is never far, as any accidental shift of 
attention would be only too glad to show you.

 · Our small secrets are transmitted into objects 
around us, allowing them to whisper as we pass.

 · Subdued invective can be heard in a passing 
remark.

 · It turned out his slogan, ‘predict and avert,’ 
wouldn’t work for him.

 · She makes junk sculptures of the debris of her 
ideals.

 · It’s a good thing to suspect your attention 
won’t last until the end of the sentence you are 
speaking.

 · They felt their self-esteem being eroded by 
faintly audible messages emanating from unlikely 
objects.
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 · The dragon came at us uttering incendiary sen-
tences pointed fiercely at our soul.

 · His sentences smelled of dusty wings furiously 
flapping to lift a mind too heavy to walk to the 
fridge for another treat.

 · Is dream gossip more pernicious than waking 
gossip?

 · Many have felt a tangible fear of being an-
swered from within, a mode of message reception 
so archaic to us as to seem like mental illness.

 · Nothing in their conversation came from any-
thing above their necks.

 · If you go there, you will be forced to take sides. 

 · A sentence acts like a microclimate in which 
words differentiate as they could nowhere else.
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